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[sx] Doc. No. 1, ARTnews review and following
letter, (1944), 2021
Research by Stella Succi
exhibition view, ‘Baitball’
at Palazzo San Giuseppe, Polignano a Mare,
2022.
Digital print, ink, tea and grase on 40’ vintage paper, anodized
aluminum frame

[dx] Untitled No. 8, (1944), 2021
exhibition view, ‘Baitball’
at Palazzo San Giuseppe, Polignano a Mare,
2022.
Pencil on paper, anodized aluminum frame.

Doc. No. 1, ARTnews review and
following letter, (1944), 2021
detail.

La Terrasse, 2019,
exhibition view,
curated by Bryce Grates
at Interstate Projects, New York, 2019.
In La Terrasse, Magnani’s areas of research converge into
an environment where this process is staged, reproducing
a complex and generative tension between each object
on view. This environment has been meticulously
constructed by Magnani, with every object participating
in a visual and sensual balancing act. The viewer is
haunted by a distilled reality, surrounded by familiar
objects they would find in a subterranean bar.
Situated on a table is a cash register, which takes on a
role based on the Greek myth The Oracle of Delphi.
According to the myth, The Oracle would give cryptic
predictions and guidance to both the city-states and
individuals. Upon approaching the oracle cash register,
it produces a prediction in the form of a receipt - the
numbers presented as your total bill can be decoded
using La Smorfia, a Neapolitan tradition used to analyze
dreams using numbers ranging from 1 through 90.
La Terrasse negotiates what makes an authentic ambiance
or object attractive to it’s viewer. Magnani seeks to
make sense of these overlapping realities by creating his
own. Whether that be drawings, “fake readymades”,
or reimagined everyday objects, every work aids in
creating a multifaceted layered narrative. Occasionally,
the space will be activated and turned into a real bar,
which further erodes the boundary between reality and
representation. Depending on the moment in which
the work is encountered, the viewers’ accepted reality of
the exhibition will shift, giving rise to a paradox. The
moment the work is encountered, it enters a stage where
everything and nothing is authentic.

La Terrasse, 2019,
exhibition view,
at Interstate Projects, New York, 2019.

La Terrasse, 2019,
detail and exhibition view.
Pencil on paper, 3D printed case, Arduino electronic system, motion sensor, thermal printer,
thermal paper, lcd screen, keyboard, lithium batteries, battery cases, digital print on adesive
paper, transparent tape, barcode printed on paper, embroidery on salmon color fabric, coffee on
pvc sheet, spray color on bended metal pipes, bended inox metal stripe, wine, glue, dirt, dust

La Terrasse, 2019,
detail activated.

La Terrasse, 2019,
detail.

La Terrasse, 2019,
detail.

Les couleurs de la nuit cannoise, 2019,
exhibition view and detail.
Blowing glass, sapele wood, rubber, wine, metal spoon, digital print on
photographic paper, plastic frame, glue, fixative spray, hair, dirt, dust

(left)
(right)

Untitled No. 5, 2019,
Untitled No. 4, 2019,
exhibition view.

Pencil on paper, wooden frame
aluminium rails, brass chains and hooks

Untitled No. 4, 2019,
detail.

Untitled No. 5, 2019,
detail.

Cellar, 2019,
exhibition view and detail.
Wine bottles, metal pedestal.

Fireplace, 2019,
exhibition view and detail.
Laurel wood, metal sheet,
metal wire,chicken wire, coal.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
exhibition view, ‘Spettri’
promoted by MAXXI museum
at Villa Farinacci, Rome, 2018.
Pencil on paper, pencil on vintage newspaper, engraving on
aluminum plate, invisible glass, adhesive tape, vintage newspaper,
twine, walnut wood, wood, dust.

Perhaps Empire is a performative environment designed
for an original non-fictional role-playing game in
the context of Villa Farinacci, an Italian Rationalist
architecture built in 1940 for the fascist hierarch Roberto
Farinacci. A group of four young female players and a
master - the artist Costanza Candeloro - performed the
installation for four game sessions. The four players sat
on stacks of fascist newspapers and, under the direction
of the master, interpreted themselves within a meta-real
setting. Every sculptural element of the environment was
made from scratch, a sort of fake ready-made, specifically
produced for the Villa and for the purpose of the game.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
detail and exhibition view.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
detail.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
exhibition view and detail.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
details.

Perhaps Empire, 2018,
performance views.

Senza Titolo, 2018
day-time exhibition view
at Giorgio Galotti, Turin, 2018.
On the left side, Ebeti di M., a contemplative scale that
hangs from the skylight by means of a rusty metal chain.
The work represents two grotesque faces sculpted from
a single block of durmast, one side carved in nightlight
hours, the other side in daylight hours. Two oxidized
brass weight necklaces distill from their mouths, filled
with white, circular scabs, where irregularity appears to
influence the orientation of the tool.
On the right side, Enìopi, a sort of work station, shaped
like a small dolmen made of Vicenza stone, together
with a series of objects in ceramic and wrought iron. The
sculture was used to make the plaster scabs cast directly
around the weight in an unmanageable soil mold. On the
right wall two pencil on paper drawings Senza Titolo
illuminated by oil lamps seem to recreate the same
mechanism of the exhibition in the eyes of the viewer.

Senza Titolo, 2018
night-time exhibition view
at Giorgio Galotti, Turin, 2018.

Gli Ebeti di M., 2018,
night-time exhibition view.
Durmast wood, oxidized brass, plaster, cotton rope,
forest soil, wrought iron, rust, beeswax and milk teeth.

Gli Ebeti di M., 2018,
detail.

Muffe, 2018,
details.
Rust, salt and water on wall.

Senza Titolo, 2018
day-time exhibition view.

Enìopi, 2018,
night-time exhibition view.
Vicenza stone, semi-refractory ceramics, wrought iron, leather,
oxidized brass, plaster, forest soil, rust and beeswax.

Enìopi, 2018,
day-time exhibition view.

Enìopi, 2018,
detail.

Untitled No. 1, 2018,
Untitled No. 2, 2018,
night-time exhibition view.
(left)

(right)

Untitled No. 1, 2018,
day-time exhibition view.

Untitled No. 2, 2018,
day-time exhibition view.

Pencil on paper, museum glass and iron frame.

Pencil on paper, museum glass and iron frame.

Untitled, 2018,
night-time exhibition views.
Blown glass, iron, brass, cotton, oil, rust, burnt marsh rope.

Un nuovo paio di orecchie, 2018,
day-time exhibition views.
Pencil and dirt on paper, pencil on adhesive tape, forest soil, rusty iron and plastic.

Buca, 2018,
exhibition view, ‘Il vello d’oro’
at Giorgio Galotti, Torino, 2018.
Concrete, coal, metal, plastic, soil, roots and plants.

Untitled No. 6, 2020
exhibition view, ‘In the spirit of being with’
at Cripta747, Turin, 2020.
Pencil on paper, grey burl wooden frame.

4 Buche, 2019,
exhibition view, ‘Orrido 120’
www.ofluxo.net/orrido120

Plaster, metal, shells, roots, soil, leaves, seeds and stones.

4 Buche, 2019,
exhibition view and detail.

The Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing,
installation views, ‘Capriccio 2000’ at
Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin,
2019.
Silk-screen print, sweat, and dirt on handsewn fabric, digital
print on bespoke fabric label, laser cut, chromed banner support,
snap-hooks, chains, 3D print, digital print and pencil on box,
tissue paper, digital print on paper, UV print on microfiber towel,
stoneware.

Andrea Magnani’s hybrid practice fuses art and
product design with a fervent investigation of ancient
mythology, rituals and symbolism. These overlapping
forces serve to produce sculptures, installations and
performances in which dense and chaotic stories
swirl together in a contemporary form of witchcraft.
Magnani sees his works as systems that are ongoing
and generative, subject to change, revisions and further
development. For Capriccio 2000, Magnani revisits The
Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing, the first in
a series of fictional brands he has created that exemplify
his belief in how corporate and brand identities will
become the hallowed symbols of the future. Taking the
steady and rhythmic ritual of running and its reported
links to psychic transcendence as inspiration, Magnani
worked with clothing designer Enrico Assirelli to
produce a new exercise shirt alongside a series of other
high performance items including towels, bespoke
packaging and display devices. However, instead of
using a fabric that ‘wicks-away’ sweat (de rigueur in
contemporary sportswear) he selected a material that
would make it appear more visible. After running in
the shirt, ghostly, salty stains would emerge and stay
fixed on the fabric. Following extensive research into
the chakras, the deconstructed garment acts as an
abstract tool for divination comparable to tasseography,
actualising the affirming slogan for the brand: YOU
ARE THE ANSWER.

(Rosa Tyhurst, Capriccio 2000, 2019).

The Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing,
detail, ‘Capriccio 2000’ at Fondazione
Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin, 2019.

Inico, 2016,
exhibition view, ‘Che cosa sono gli oggetti?’
at Centro Tian Qi, Milano, 2016.
Baby oak, lasercut on laminated iron, digital printing on adhesive
paper, digital printing on acetate, marsh straw ropes, tempera
on wood and nylon film, sticks, brushwood with wild plants and
animals, exciters, amplifier, cables, stoneware, sparkling water,
ficus macrophylla leaf, magnets, plaster, steel wire, scotch tape,
trash bag, juta bag, concrete, pu glue, 5 minutes loop video and
sound on iPad, flowers, soil and grass on canvas.

The work is part of an experimental platform to open a
dialogue with plants. The laminated iron is amplified by
a pair of exciters that every 5 minutes transmit a question
expressed in binary code vocalized on the C major scale.
The small oak listens and grows in a stoneware vase
with 8x8=64 circular holes. Now the vase is installed in
a forest, waiting for the roots that will emerge from the
holes.

Inico, 2016,
exhibition view.

Inico, 2016,
detail.

Inico, 2016,
details.

Phypothesis, 2016,
exhibition view, ‘Idioletta’ at O’, Milano, 2016.
Pencil on paper, plaster, (pizza box), magnets, iron dust, marsh
straw ropes, wood, metal wire, roots, soil, leaves, seeds and stones.

Phypothesis, 2016,
detail and performance view.

Semecieco, 2015,
exhibition view, ‘vorrei non vederti oggi per
vederti tutti gli altri giorni’ at Franchising
Mercatino, Milano, 2015.
Laser cut on perforated iron and white plexiglass, loam, agar
agar, non-woven fabric, digital printing on adhesive paper, spray,
magnets, sealed envelope, snakeskin, wire, resin plant, moss,
cardboard, plastic wire, bacteria.

Semecieco (blindseed) is a readable field/vase hosting
a spontaneous garden in an attempt to build a
communicative common ground for the plants naturalsensitive intelligence and our attitude towards the
making of sense. Now the work is filled with neutral soil
and installed in a forest at the top of a mountain near my
hometown. I’m waiting for something to grow inside.

Semecieco, 2015,
details.

Om the Lam, 2015,
installation view, ‘HPSCHD 1969>2015’ at
MAMbo, Bologna, 2015.
Silk-screen printing on ice pack gel, resins, branch broked under
the weight of the snow, iClip, iPad, video animation (6 sec., loop),
sound logo, linoleum and vinyl sticker.

Om the Lam is an interactive usable installation where
people are invited to have a 10 minutes meditation in
the lotus flower position with a refrigerated ice pack gel,
designed for practice of the derivative bath, applied on
the perineum while watching/listening the video/sound
logo loop as a mantra. Derivative baths are considered
a daily natural hygiene process, not a medicine. They
consist of keeping the perineum cool for a few minutes
a day to promote circulation and the expulsion of liquid
fats. They can be performed by sponging the area with
cool water or using bags of ice which are called “poches
de gel” from the inventor.

Om the Lam, 2015,
detail.

Om the Lam, 2015,
performance view.

In the vast infinity of life, all is perfect, whole
and complete, 2015,
installation view, ‘Pure Disclosure’
at Marsèlleria, Milano, 2015.
Silk-screen printing on ice pack gel, borosilicate glass, digital
print on sticker films, refrigerated case, laser-cut on iron, resins,
gold found by the artist, water, rubber, UV print on microfiber
towels, sweat, pallet, white crockery, pole, iClip, mini iPad, video
animation (7 sec., loop), chalk and silk-screen printing on hi-tech
fabric for running, flexible metal tubes, cardboard, plastic film.

In the vast infinity of life, all is perfect, whole and complete
is an installation used by the artist as a mystical gym
for the care of body and soul together. The work is
made up of a few display/stations designed for three
fictional branded products; (1)Aurela, the relaxing mineral
water bottle with the gold found by the artist in an
Italian river, conceived as a flirtation between the mass
production of drinking water and the alchemical search
for the elixir of life; (2)TDRP, the divination t-shirt
where you can read the sweat stains just like coffee
granules; and (3)Om the Lam, the gel ice pack for cooling
down the perineum, a speculation about the practice of
the derivative bath and the mantra meditation.

In the vast infinity of life, all is perfect, whole and complete, 2015,
details.

In the vast infinity of life, all is perfect,
whole and complete, 2015,
detail.

In the vast infinity of life, all is perfect, whole and complete, 2015,
details.

The Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing,
installation views, at Museo della bonifica, Ca
Vendramin, 2014.
Custom banner holder, hi-tech fabric, screen printing on fabric,
custom labels, snap-hooks, weights, digital prints on acetate,
magnetic spheres, climbing ropes, coat hangers, 7 sec. video loop
on iPad, iKlip 2, flexible metal hose and digital prints on paper.

The work studies a new form of divination based on
running; a massive production look alike t-shirt becomes
a means of reading the future. While running, a mystical
moment for toning your muscles and thoughts, sweat
stains the t-shirt in patterns to be interpreted, just like
the lines on a person’s hand or coffee granules.

The Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

The Divination Running Project, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

Sistema S, 2012-ongoing,
installation view, ‘How Far Away is Mars’ at
T293, Roma, 2013.
Stones, wood, PU, paper, twine, soap, brass, ice, ink, water,
minerals, fossils, velvet, iron, ceramics, leather, wood, glass, resin,
glue, roots, clay, amp, books, pens, crate, stative, sound, digital
print on acetate and different fluids and materials.

Sistema S is an installation made up of several
departments in connection with a brass cylinder used
for making black soap bubbles. The work represent
the genesis of the solar system in form of a workshop
activated and performed before the show in order to
carry out experiments attempting to produce an answer.

Sistema S, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

Sistema S, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

Sistema S, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

Sistema S, 2012-ongoing,
detail.

Cptéubzeslub, 2011,
exhibition view, 54°Venice Biennale at
Chiostro di San Pietro, Reggio dell’Emilia,
2011.
Carrara marble, mirror glass and coins.

Cptéubzeslub is a writing desk made of Carrara marble.
Its outlines are shaped according to forms that apparently
exist in nature. The meaning of the object is a secret and
an invitation to solve the rebus.

Cptéubzeslub, 2011,
detail.

Andrea Magnani
(b. Italy, 1983)
Studio
Via Luigi Cislaghi, 7
20128 Milan, IT
Contact
andr.magnani@gmail.com
www.magnaniandrea.com
Gallery
Giorgio Galotti, Turin
www.giorgiogalotti.com

Solo Exhibitions
2019 INTERSTATE, New York, (USA)
2018 Giorgio Galotti, Turin, (I)
2017 Aneico Abacco e Adoneo, Permanent Installation at PAV Museum, Turin, (I)
Selected Group Exhibitions
2022 Baitball, Palazzo San Giuseppe, Polignano a Mare (Bari), (I) - Ongoing
2021 Live Arts Week X by Xing, LUNGO RENO (Quartiere Barca), Bologna, (I)
Manuport (with Altalena), Mediterranea Young Artists Biennale 19, San Marino, (I)
2020 In the spirit of being with, Cripta747, Turin, (I)
The uncertainty of space-time: a constel (...), Galleria Umberto Di Marino, Naples, (I)
Atomi, Giorgio Galotti, Motelombroso, Milan, (I)
2020 In the spirit of being with, Cripta747, Turin (I)
2019 Let the field of your attention… soften and spread out, KAI Art Center, Tallinn (EST)
Capriccio 2000, Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin, (I)
Orrido 120, Buco del Piombo CO, (I)
2018 Spettri, promoted by MAXXI museum at Villa Farinacci, Rome, (I)
Figure di Spago, Fondazione Baruchello, Rome, (I)
Design Museum (with G. Delvecchio), Triennale Museum, Milan, (I)
Il Vello d’Oro, Giorgio Galotti, Turin, (I)
Premio Treviglio, Treviglio, (I)
2017 Rose Bouquet, Marsèlleria, Milan, (I)
Glimmergate, Marsèlleria, New York (USA)
2016 Little Planet Pavilion (with G. Delvecchio), Operativa, Rome, (I)
Teatrum Botanicum, PAV Museum, Turin, (I)
What a time to be alive, Can Serrat, Barcelona - El Bruc, (ES)
Idioletta, O’, Milan, (I)
Che cosa sono gli oggetti?, Centro Tian Qi, Milan, (I)
2015 Pure Disclosure, Marsèlleria permanent exhibition, Milan, (I)
HPSCHD 1969>2015, MAMbo - Museum of Modern Art, Bologna, (I)
Premio Terna, Archivio di Stato, Turin, (I)
Vorrei non vederti oggi per vederti tutti gli altri giorni, Mercatino, Milan, (I)
2014 Atelier Bevilacqua La Masa, Mostra Finale, Galleria di P. San Marco, Venice, (I)
Designer enigmisti anni 10 (with G. Delvecchio), Otto Zoo Gallery, Milan, (I)
2013 How Far Away Is Mars, T293, Rome, (I)
Trigger Party, Mars, Milan, (I)
Hockety Pockety (with G. Delvecchio), Spazio Swing, Benevento, (I)
2012 Always Lie, LONGINgaze - Stanford Housing, London, (En)
Sistema S, Nuovo - Palazzo Esposizioni, Faenza, (I)
Storyboard, BonelliLAB, Canneto sull’Oglio, (I)
2011 54° Venice Biennale, Chiostri di San Pietro, Reggio dell’Emilia, (I)
Selected Performances
2019 C’è un inganno nel crepuscolo 2, Live Arts Week, Bologna, (I)
2018 Perhaps Empire at Spettri, promoted by MAXXI museum at Villa Farinacci, Rome, (I)
Short stories of fires and carbon, invited by A. Di Pietro, Raum, Bologna, (I)
2014 Siliqoon, Raum, Bologna, (I)
2013 A supergloppy black dot, Viafarini, Milan, (I)
Discoteca universo, Crepaccio, Milan, (I)
Always Lie, Robot Festival, Palazzo Re Enzo, Bologna, (I)

2012 Current date collective, private home, New York, (USA)
2011 Antimatter XHTFF, Compagnia teatrale Solaroli, Faenza, (I)
Publishing & curatorial projects
2018 Ohlsson/Dit-Cilinn, DAMA, Palazzo Saluzzo Paesana, Turin, (I)
2017 Rose Bouquet (with Carolina Ongaro), Marsèlleria permanent exhibition, Milan, (I)
Glimmergate, Qway published by Siliqoon
2017 1999 - Antoine Renard, Libby Rothfeld, Marsèlleria permanent exhibition, Milan, (I)
2016 Trigger Parties, Marsèlleria permanent exhibition, Milan, (I)
Poems, Focus published by Momentum Journal
The squid never dies, Che cosa sono gli oggetti? published by Preliminary Group
2015 Planetcare, Qway published by Siliqoon
2014 Bio Awake - Iain Ball, Enrico Boccioletti, Tesco, Faenza, (I)
2011 Nuovo, Palazzo Esposizioni, Faenza, (I)
Residencies
2019 Orrido 120, Buco del Piombo CO, (I)
2018 Otago, organized by Altalena, Carona BG, (I)
2016 Can Serrat, El Bruc - Barcelona, (ES)
2013 How we dwell; the search for gold, Casal Cermelli AL, (I)
Selected Lectures and Workshops
2018 Supercondominio, Castello di Rivoli, Turin, (I)
Monumenti alle parole che non esistono, invited by G. Delvecchio, ISIA, Faenza, (I)
2015 BBR-Before Bitcoin Reality, invited by A. Manzi, DOMUS academy, Milan, (I)
2014 MIDA (with G. Delvecchio), invited by Chiara Alessi, CPUT, Cape Town, (SA)
Manufacto (with G. Delvecchio), MCZ, MIC and Bottega Gatti, Faenza, (I)
2013 Manufacto (with G. Delvecchio), Fonderia Battaglia, Milan, (I)
2012 InResidence, invited by Barbara Brondi and Marco Rainò, Turin, (I)
After Crisis with Andrea Branzi, IUAV, Venice, (I)
2010 Brera Accademia delle Belle Arti, invited by C.Mantica, Milan, (I)
UNIBO Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia, invited by Daniela Lotta, Rimini, (I)
2009 Dress Redux (with G. Delvecchio), Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia, Rimini, (I)
2008 Faenza città illuminata, invited by Luca De Biase, Teatro Masini, Faenza, (I)
Selected books
Triennale Design Museum. Storie. Il Design Italiano, 2018, Mondadori Electa
222 artisti emergenti su cui investire 2018, Exibart edizioni, 2018
Talisman - Contemporary Symbolic Objects, 2017, Corraini Edizioni
Panorama, 2016, Diorama Editions
Dopo gli anni Zero. Il nuovo design italiano, Chiara Alessi, 2014, Editori Laterza
IN Residence Diary #5 - Little Daily Wonders, 2013, Corraini Edizioni
Up-Cycle!, Narelle Yabuka, 2012, Gingko Press
Quattro Case - UdA con Adelaide Testa curated by Gianluigi Recuperati, 2009, Greenbox
Projects and Collectives
2014-now
Siliqoon (with Zoe De Luca), www.siliqoon.com - Art label
2017-now
Altalena, www.altalena.cc, Collective
2007-now
Resign, (with G. Delvecchio), www.resign.it - Research design studio

